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1. Introduction

All around the world, physicians and surgeons are highly valued and respected. For a good physician, acquiring knowledge and following medical ethics is equally important. The latest advances in medical technology, however, are raising many questions relative to ethics. From the time of Hippocrates through today, many steps have been taken to keep the gap between ethics and medicine at a minimum. On the one hand, this evolution in medicine has made management and treatment of many problems easy, but on the other hand, it has also caused serious disputes in some regions of the world. Use of stem cell cloning, elective abortions, etc. are considered unethical on one side of world, in contrast to other parts. For instance, reproductive cloning has also caused an increase in certain crimes, and in-vitro fertilization has allowed many parents the blessing of children but this technique is under question in Islamic states. Organ grafting and donating is a lifesaving process and easily adopted in some countries, but in other lands it is considered a violation of cultural and religious norms and values.

2. Arguments

A man nearly always advances towards God in giving health to him. Physicians work day and night to improve the health status of the country and the world. For needy patients it is important that physicians know and epitomize the values of medicine, especially empathy, autonomy and expertise, along with reverence of primary human rights. These things form the basis of medical ethics. The importance of medical ethics is well-stressed by Potter Stewart, who said that “Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right to do and what is right to do.”

Revolutionary inventions and advancements in the field of medicine have sometimes meant that traditional medical ethics could not be followed. The world medical association (WMA) has chosen over the years to update the Hippocratic oath, resulting in the creation of the declaration of Geneva; after this an international code for medical ethics was composed. Finally, these two documents were combined into and adopted as the declaration of Helsinki. Despite all these steps, new medical techniques have raised questions regarding medical ethics among different societies, and most of the positive efforts to promote medical ethics have been destroyed.

The possibility of human cloning, the use of fetal tissues in the treatment of diseases, legalized abortion in some countries, and the legalization of physician-assisted suicide in some parts of the world, as well as the immense increase in the cost of various therapeutic maneuvers by pharmaceuticals and other money managers, have placed significant moral and ethical pressure on physicians (1), because physicians are being seen as caring only about the money.

Various forms of research in the field of cloning and stem cell research have introduced new hopes for the treatment of serious diseases. Although reproductive cloning has had significant consequences, pre- and post-embryonic cell research for therapeutic purposes is valuable so long as there is a genuine and justifiable reason and it is performed with full consideration and all necessary precautions (2). Another example of a technology which raises ethical issues is assisted reproductive technology (ART). Even as in-vitro fertilization, a part of this new technology, has helped many childless couples, ART has provoked many ethical, legal, and social disputes. ART is a medium to challenge and evaluate the way in which mankind, social justice, equality, and claims to genomic offspring are viewed (3).

The development of pluripotent stem cells (PSCs) has also caught the attention of scientists, politicians, and
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